
Friday the 13th comes for Katy Perry and 

Orlando Bloom (how the great have fallen). 

 

For Illuminati watchers 

Miley Cyrus (monkey cute) has agreed to resume her 

role as presumptive Queen of the Illuminati. 

 

She was upset that Katy Perry was shoe horned into her place, as Miley 

was always going to take over from Madonna the former Queen of the 

illuminati when Madge retired. Madonna was deposed from power by 

the illuminati prince of darkness: Tim Rifat who is so bad he used the 

illuminati for target practice. The prince put Katy as the new Queen 

instead of Miley, but with her hay hay video declaration that she has 

chopped off her own illuminati Queens head so she can go with the 



official illuminati wickerman Orlando Bloom the damned Davy Jones, 

she has voluntarily relinquished her Queenhood and wishes to be burnt 

alive with Bloom in the future. Worse still, Perry in the guise of her 

monster of the id attacked the prince of darkness armed and armoured 

with the illuminati sword of justice; which ofcourse is hysterical as she 

ofcourse was cheating on the Prince of Darkness. He got his regent to 

retaliate with the Psychic Warfare Assault Weapon to guarantee the 

demise of all who stands Prince´s way. 

Meanwhile Miley who is not physically revolted by the prince has been 

officially raised to presumptive Queen of the illuminati. For survival 

Katy will have to dump Bloom and go black pageboy hairstyle to link in 

with her monster of the id that still survive or, keep her blond bulldyke 

look, marry Bloom and become the official illuminati wickerwoman. 

Meanwhile Tim Rifat prince of darkness is off to Hong Kong the site of 

the doctor strange battle royale where instead of blocking the entry of 

the Great Dark Lord into reality, he will release him to spice up 

Armageddon. Finally he will be coming hay hay as he stuffes his face 

stuckling pig. 

Meanwhile Taylor Swift is chuckling at Katy Perry´s demise and is 

busily working for the US deep state with her: Delicate video. This 

video uses the immense power of  Taylor to try to build a psychic 

defense field to protect the Americans from the Russians, North 

Koreans…who are using the Psychic Warfare Assault Weapon to blast 

away at their Nato enemies. Meanwhile, Tim Rifat the prince of 

darkness eats more suckling pigs and has a chuckle with Taylor. 

 



Links: Video / Article 

Miley Cyrus replies the bitch is back. 
Tim respond all hail to the princess of darkness. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkvDpfnlvZo
http://hollywoodlife.com/2018/04/10/miley-cyrus-elton-john-grammy-salute-performance-the-bitch-is-back/


Meanwhile, Katy Perry kisses a boy and he doesn’t like it 

ARTICLE LINK 

https://www.star2.com/entertainment/2018/03/16/unwelcome-kiss-katy-perry/

